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Completing the CAPTCHA proves you are a human and gives you temporary access to the web property.

What can I do to prevent this in the future?

If you are on a personal connection, like at home, you can run an anti-virus scan on your device to make sure it is not infected with malware.

If you are at an office or shared network, you can ask the network administrator to run a scan across the network looking for misconfigured or
infected devices.

Another way to prevent getting this page in the future is to use Privacy Pass. You may need to download version 2.0 now from the Chrome Web
Store.

Cloudflare Ray ID: 67a5c5763e3e0c4e • Your IP : 188.246.226.140 • Performance & security by Cloudflare.

Answer: How do I fix the “Downloading Metadata” error on UTorrent?

Matt : How do I fix the “Downloading Metadata” error on UTorrent? I’ve been using Utorrent to download torrents for a few years now and all of
the sudden I started getting this error where it says “Downloading Metadata” and it never continues to download. I have the newest Utorrent and I
have been able to download things on this version but it randomly started giving me this error. Any solutions are helpful!
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Ask questions 4.2.0 magnets stuck on "Downloading metadata", downgrading to 4.1.9.1 fixes issue.

Please provide the following information.

qBittorrent version and Operating System.

v4.2.0 Windows 10 64bit.

What is the problem.

Torrents stuck on "Downloading metadata", even after restarting qBittorrent.

What is the expected behavior.

Steps to reproduce.

Install 4.2.0 Use a magnet link to download a torrent.

Extra info(if any)

Using PrivateInternetAccess proxy settings built into qBittorrent:

Above settings work beautifully in v4.1.9.1 - magnets download instantly. The same exact magnet and settings causes the magnet to get stuck on
"Downloading metadata" in v4.2.0.
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Ask questions Downloading metadata stuck.

Please provide the following information.

qBittorrent version and Operating System.

qBittorrent v4.4.4 (64bit) Windwos 10 (1703)

What is the problem.

If I try to add torrents from a specific public torrent site, most of the times qBittorrent stuck at downloading metadata.

What is the expected behavior.

It should get to know where and what can it download if it could download the metadata.

Steps to reproduce.

Try to add this torrent: magnet link.

Extra info(if any)



This time I've tried to add 6 torrents at once, and only one worked, but that one now has the status "Stalled". EDIT: after restart, that one now
works again, so the Stalled state maybe caused by that there were no seeders.

Restarting it usually fixes the issue for me, but only some time, any new torrent added will have the same problem of being stuck at metadata
downloading stage.

Proxy issues while torrenting.

Hi there, as the title mentions im having some issues with proxy service, all torrents are stuck at Downloading Metadata but never get past that. Im
using the proxy.torguard.org for sock5 hostname, and Sock5 ports 1080/1085/1090. In past changing the ports often fixed this issue. However
today i tried changing that and nothing helped. Tried resetting modems/routers. I use Qbittorent, i also tried on utorrent and having exact same
issue. Any ideas on what else i can try? or is there a issue with a proxy service today?

P.S. If i disable proxy the torrents load perfectly fine. So its only when i have proxy enabled.

Link to comment.

Share on other sites.
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